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Harvard governing board enacts
irst structural changes since 1650
BY

ELLEN KAN

Daily Editorial Board

Harvard
University
in
December announced that it will
reform its governing board for the
first time since 1650.
The updates address criticisms of the board’s effectiveness that followed huge endowment losses suffered during the
financial crisis.
Harvard’s unique bicameral
governing structure consists of
the Harvard Corporation, which
manages finances and business affairs, and the 30-member
Board of Overseers, which sets
the university’s academic policies and practices.
The proposed changes —
the culmination of a yearlong

review process that began in fall
2009 — will nearly double the
size of the current seven-member Harvard Corporation to 13,
impose formal term limits and
create three committees focusing on issues of finance, capital
planning and governance.
Experts agree the reforms are
overdue and will bring Harvard in
line with governance practices at
other colleges.
“Harvard was quite anomalous,
quite an exception with regard to
size and with regard to the frequency at which the corporation
met,” Richard Chait, a professor
at Harvard’s Graduate School of
Education who advised the review
committee, told the Daily. “The
see HARVARD, page 2

Busy rush spurs new
sorority speculation
BY

CORINNE SEGAL

Daily Editorial Board

Tufts’ three sororities as early
as next fall could be joined by a
fourth following heightened interest in sorority life on campus.
In response to a doubling
of the number of sorority bids
awarded over the past four years,
Tufts’ three sororities have again
expressed interest in establishing
another to accommodate the elevated interest, according to Tufts
Panhellenic Council President
Dana Traub, a senior.
Sorority members last winter brought to the table the possibility of a new sorority chapter
after a record number of students
participated in rush at the time.
Sustained high recruitment this
year has brought the plan closer
to fruition.
Chi Omega added 40 new members this semester, while Alpha
Phi added 41 members. Alpha

Omicron Pi (AOPi) has a slightly
smaller new class at 24 students,
Director of Fraternity and Sorority
Affairs Tanya McGinn Paolo said.
“It’s definitely an overwhelming increase for the chapters,”
Traub said.
Before plans advance further,
Tufts’ Panhellenic Council must
first vote to approach the National
Panhellenic Conference about
establishing a new chapter to
join the AOPi, Alpha Phi and Chi
Omega chapters already on campus, Paolo said.
“We would start putting out
information to all of the national
organizations to let them know
that our campus is interested in
having another group,” she said.
“It would be a mutual selection
of their organization and our
campus deciding which organization would benefit our campus
and if our campus would be a
see SORORITY, page 2
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Bharucha, pictured above at the 2009 commencement ceremony, will leave Tufts at the end of the semester.

Tufts, Cooper Union praise
provost’s interscholastic efforts
BY

MARTHA SHANAHAN
Daily Editorial Board

Following Provost and Senior
Vice President Jamshed Bharucha’s
announcement on Sunday that he
will leave Tufts this year to lead
The Cooper Union, officials at
both institutions have portrayed
Bharucha as an effective administrator and a proponent of interdisciplinary education.
Mark Epstein, the chairman
of the Cooper Union Board of
Trustees, said that the search committee chose Bharucha after he
emerged among candidates as a
“truly wonderful” choice.
“In the end, Dr. Bharucha
stood out,” Epstein told the Daily.
“He has experience with interdisciplinary education … and his
record of hiring faculty and deans
is superb.”
Epstein said that Bharucha’s
success at gathering funds is a skill
that will fit Cooper Union’s specific
needs, as the institution does not
charge tuition.
“Because of Cooper Union’s
nature of giving a full tuition to
its students, we needed someone
who was adept at fundraising,”
Epstein said. “Cooper Union has a

pretty big endowment, but we still
need fundraising.”
Bharucha will replace the current
president of Cooper Union, George
Campbell Jr., effective July 1.
His colleagues from Tufts’ Office
of the Provost and Senior Vice
President echoed Epstein’s praise.
“He has made a tremendous
difference at Tufts, especially in
interdisciplinary programs, in both
research and education,” Vincent
Manno, an associate provost and
professor of mechanical engineering, said.
Since Bharucha was appointed
at Tufts in 2002, the university’s different schools have become much
more united, according to Manno.
“He’s elevated the level of expectation for excellence across the university for students and faculty alike,”
Manno said.
Bharucha has initiated several
programs at Tufts that encourage
collaboration between the university’s different communities, including the Summer Scholars Program
and the University Seminar, a program that brings faculty and both
undergraduate and graduate students from across Tufts together
to learn about an issue of societal
importance.

“I am delighted to have had the
opportunity to work with Provost
Bharucha,” Vice Provost Peggy
Newell said in an e-mail. “It has been
perhaps the best time in the history
of Tufts for research.”
“There is almost nothing that
Jamshed hasn’t been involved in,”
University President Lawrence
Bacow told the Daily in an interview.
“He’s been deeply involved in the
process of nurturing faculty members in their research and teaching.
He’s been a strong advocate of students, in financial aid and diversity.”
Bharucha will succeed in his new
post, Bacow said.
“I think it’s a good choice for
Cooper Union,” he said. “I think he
will do spectacularly there, and I
applaud Cooper Union because I
think it’s an inspired choice.”
Manno agreed.
“It’s a different sort of educational
institution, it’s not a mainstream
… university,” Manno said. “It’s a
school that really has followed the
themes that he has been passionate
about throughout his career, which
is the unification of arts and science
and the accessibility of university
education to people regardless of
see BHARUCHA, page 2

Somerville receives federal funds
to eradicate lead from homes
BY

ELIZABETH MCKAY

Daily Editorial Board

AALOK KANANI/TUFTS DAILY

Alpha Phi, along with Alpha Omicron Pi and Chi Omega, may be
joined by a fourth sorority after a number of busy rush seasons.

The City of Somerville last
month became one of a small
number of communities nationwide to receive a federal grant to
prevent lead poisoning.
The roughly $1.9 million in federal funding will go to the Lead
Hazard Abatement Program, the
city-sponsored initiative that
provides interest-free forgivable
grants to homeowners to eliminate sources of lead.
Lead abatement has been a
priority for the city for a decade,
according to Somerville Mayor

Inside this issue

Joseph Curtatone.
“The grant is an endorsement
of our successful efforts since
2001,” Curtatone told the Daily.
“It is going to help a lot of properties out here. It will help alleviate
a critical public health issue.”
Lead poisoning is especially
problematic in New England
because of its generally older housing, according to Doug Brugge,
a professor of public health and
community medicine at the Tufts
School of Medicine. Urban areas
are another significant source of
deteriorated housing, he said.
Twelve communities received
federal funds for lead abatement,

Curtatone said. Of those, three are
in Massachusetts, according to a
city press release.
The federal funding to
Somerville — amounting to
$1,876,179 in total — will help
the city achieve its goal of eliminating lead hazards from 120
private residences, according
to the press release. The grant
comes to Somerville from the
federal Lead Hazard Reduction
Demonstration Grant Program,
which is administered by the
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
see LEAD, page 2
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Harvard Corporation faces structural change designed to improve accountability
HARVARD
continued from page 1

changes probably reduced the degree of
divergence from the norm and made Harvard
more similar, not less similar, to the way other
universities operate.”
Merrill Schwartz, director of research
at the Association of Governing Boards of
Universities and Colleges (AGB), agreed that
the changes were in line with common practices in higher education governance and
emphasized Harvard’s uniqueness
“Most [colleges] don’t have the bicameral
structure that Harvard University has,” she
told the Daily. “It is interesting that they still
need to make this change now and adopt
some of the practices that are more common
at other colleges and universities.”
Data from the AGB indicates that average board size in 2010 among surveyed
colleges and universities was 29, more than
half of institutions surveyed imposed term
limits on board members and most governing boards reported an average of eight
standing committees.
Tufts’ Board of Trustees, in comparison, is
required by its bylaws to have a minimum of
28 and a maximum of 41 members, has term
limits for trustees and comprises seven standing committees.
“The Tufts governance model is one that
is highly regarded by the members of the
AGB,” Tufts’ Secretary of the Corporation Paul
Tringale (LA ’82) said in an e-mail to the Daily.
“Board size and composition practices vary
depending on each institution’s needs and its
history. The size of our board suits us well.”
The review of Harvard’s board was preceded by questions and concerns raised by critics
about the effectiveness and performance of
Harvard’s governance structures in light of the
impact of the financial crisis.
One of these critics, Harvard Professor

of Computer Science and former dean of
Harvard College Harry Lewis, co-authored
an opinion piece in the Boston Globe criticizing the Corporation’s secrecy and lack of
accountability.
“Harvard managed to lose 13 billion dollars
in one year,” Lewis told the Daily. “This raises
the question as to whether the legal fiduciaries
of the university were doing their job well.”
Chait said that the review process was an
appropriate response to recent events.
“It was a very healthy self-examination,
to ask the question of whether or not the
corporation which had existed in this form
more or less for the last 360 years served
the university’s interests for the foreseeable
future and whether this was the time for
change,” he said. “I think most importantly
the corporation came to realize more clearly
what work they needed to do and how they
could make a distinctive contribution to the
university’s future.”
Chait, Schwartz and Lewis all agreed
that the changes marked a significant step
toward progress.
Chait explained that increasing the size of
the Corporation would grant it the resources
it needs to fulfill its duties.
“I think any time you double capacity,
that provides an opportunity to add people
to the board who have a broader spectrum
of expertise, skills and perspectives, and
that would leave the board better equipped
to address financial issues, issues of capabilities and global markets in higher education,” he said.
Schwartz added that the creation of standing committees also better facilitates the
board’s operations given the complexity of a
university’s process.
“Being able to divide the work into committees allows members to specialize and
gain expertise in certain areas.”

DILYS ONG/TUFTS DAILY

Harvard made changes to its governing structure in the wake of endowment losses.
On the extensive time lapse between the last
major changes to the Harvard Corporation,
Lewis said that Harvard’s achievements overshadowed the problems.
“No one wants to tamper with success and Harvard was very strong…both
financially and academically, and naturally
there was not the same kind of incentive
to change things,” he said. “But when the
financial losses were that severe, combined
with a fairly rocky leadership transition in
previous years, I expect that I was not the
only alumnus that expressed worries.”
Schwartz emphasized the importance
of regularly evaluating governing boards’
effectiveness.
Tufts evaluates itself annually, as well as after
each board meeting, according to Tringale.
“We have put in place a series of processes
to ensure that our governance best meets the
needs of the institution,” he said. “There is a

regular, intensive review process of the governance structure that the trustees conduct and
from time to time ask third parties to assist
with assessment.”
Tringale also reflected on the significance of
Harvard’s changes for peer institutions.
“Harvard is obviously an institution that is
held in high esteem and people watch their
movements very closely,” he said. “Because
of Harvard’s very public review of their board
structure, the higher education community
will no doubt take note of the process they
used and the resulting changes reported.”
Schwartz noted that Harvard’s one-of-akind structure limited the influence of these
announced changes.
“It’s interesting when Harvard does anything, but Harvard has a very unique system
of governance so I don’t see it as particularly
being a lesson for most colleges and universities,” she said.

Provost garners praise for innovative programs
BHARUCHA
continued from page 1

their economic background.”
The search for someone to
serve as interim provost and
senior vice president has already
begun, Bacow said.
“We intend to begin the process of a search for a permanent replacement for Jamshed
immediately, but we can’t assure
that we’ll have someone in by
July 1,” he said.
Bacow said that while the
decision about whom to hire as
an interim provost ultimately lies
with University President-elect
Anthony Monaco, he planned to
collaborate with the incoming
president while he remains on
campus. He has already begun
to collect input from the Tufts
community.
“People are already sending me

e-mail messages, and some people are pulling me aside and telling me what they think,” Bacow
said. “I will be talking to folks and
asking their opinion.”
Bacow said he hopes the search
process will go as smoothly as the
one that hired Bharucha as provost and senior vice president nine
years ago.
“There was anxiety at the time
for finding a replacement for Sol,”
Bacow said, referring to then-provost Sol Gittleman, who is now a
university professor. “Sol was a legendary provost. We did a national
search and were fortunate to recruit
someone at the caliber of Jamshed.
“I’m confident that we’ll do
equally well going forward,”
Bacow continued.
In a formal announcement
ceremony yesterday at Cooper
Union, Epstein noted the qualities

that will make Bharucha an able
leader of the college.
“The Cooper Union is now
poised to advance to its next level
of distinction among the highly
selective colleges in America,”
Epstein said during the ceremony, which streamed live online
via Cooper Union’s website. Dr.
Bharucha has the intellect, academic track record and fortitude
to lead us there.”
At the ceremony, Bharucha said
he was honored to have been chosen as the college’s president.
“I cannot imagine an institution nobler than Cooper Union,”
Bharucha said during the ceremony. “I cannot imagine a philanthropist more inspired than Peter
Cooper, and I cannot imagine
leading an institution whose ideals are more in harmony with my
own,” he said.

Sorority bid numbers may bring new chapter
SORORITY
continued from page 1

good place for that organization,”
she said.
Tufts’ Greek chapters, Traub
said, have stepped up recruitment
efforts and campus visibility in
recent years.
“The sororities, over the years,
have gotten more involved with
the community and they’re more
present on campus,” Traub said.
For the second year in a row,
sororities did not place a cap
on recruitment in order to better gauge student interest in the
Greek system, according to Paolo.
“We really wanted to get a
sense of what the campus feels
about being involved in Greek
life,” Alpha Phi President Stefani
Rubenfeld, a junior, said.“Capping
could exclude some women and
not allow us to understand the
full situation.”
Tufts sorority members have
expressed enthusiasm for the idea
of a new chapter, according to AOPi
Vice President of Communications
Erica Spurlock, a junior.
“I know all the girls in various
houses I’ve talked to, even briefly,

are all excited about the process,”
Spurlock said, adding that a new
sorority would give students more
options to find a perfect fit among
Tufts’ sorority offerings.
Another sorority, Spurlock
said, may cater to girls who are
looking for a different type of
sorority, one that currently does
not exist on campus.
“There’s always girls who don’t
necessarily feel they fit with any of
the houses and don’t do recruitment in the first place,” she said.
“I think we’re all really excited
about it because it’s going to give
the girls going through it more
options.”
National sorority chapters,
if interested in the possibility of
expanding to Tufts, would submit
applications to Tufts’ Panhellenic
Council for review, Paolo said. The
selected sorority would then send
representatives to campus to garner student interest.
“They really come in and market
themselves and do lots of events
and interview and select the initial
group of women,” she said.
Paolo said that a new chapter
may be established as early as

next fall.
“If everything would go well,
I think it would make sense that
we would have a new group in
the fall, but there’s no guarantee,”
Paolo said. “Everyone knows that
it’s something that we definitely
want to consider.”
The Panhellenic Council was
waiting to see final recruitment
data for this semester before seriously considering the addition of a
new chapter, Paulo said.
“We definitely needed to get
through recruitment and needed
to see what our numbers were to
start the discussion,” she said. “You
need some good statistical data to
know how many women you have
out there who are interested.”
Of 170 students who began the
sorority recruitment process, 103
students received bids, Paolo said.
The new sorority would ideally
have a membership of about 60
women, Paolo said.
Paolo and Rubenfeld said that
interest in Greek life has increased
nationally.
“Fraternity and sorority membership in general has been on the
upswing,” Paolo said.

DANAI MACRIDI/TUFTS DAILY

Nearly 80 percent of homes in Somerville were built before 1950, making them more likely to contain lead. A federally funded program aims to
remove the sources of lead in these homes.

Somerville lead program
receives federal support
LEAD
continued from page 1

Lead poisoning, or extreme
exposure to lead, can cause neurological problems, according
to Brugge. Children are especially vulnerable, he said. They
can suffer from learning problems, hyperactivity and behavioral issues, and at high levels
of exposure, they can become
overtly ill.
The Somerville community
experienced three reported cases
of high blood-lead results among
children under the age of six in
Fiscal Year 2010, according to data
compiled by the Childhood Lead
Poisoning Prevention Program
(CLPPP), part of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health. The
program screened 87 percent
of children ages 9 to 48 months
in Somerville for lead last year,
according to the CLPPP.
According to the CLPPP,
the Massachusetts Lead Law
requires that owners remove or
cover all lead-paint hazards in
homes constructed before 1978
in which children under age
six live. If these homes are not
determined lead-free by a lead
inspector, Massachusetts state
law also requires that children

who live in them be tested for
lead every six months while
they are between the ages of
six months and three years, and
again at ages four and five.
While a high blood test reading in children may act as an
incentive for parents to remove
sources of lead, Brugge said that
homeowners would be better off
removing lead before children
have a chance to be exposed.
“From a public health perspective, [removing lead after exposure] is not ideal,” he said. “At that
point, the child already has lead
in their system. It would be better
the other way around.”
Seventy-eight percent of housing units in the city were reported
to be built before 1950, according
to the CLPPP, and thus are more
likely to contain lead.
Eligibility for Somerville residents to participate in the program funded by the grant is based
on household income and household size.
Curtatone hopes that the program will improve the quality of
life of every family in the city.
“It is important that everyone
can live without this health and
safety hazard affecting their wellbeing,” he said.
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Women make dent in male-dominated ields
BY

More than
Jumbomania

ALEXA SASANOW

Daily Editorial Board

When Rep. Gabrielle Giffords (D-Ariz.)
first opened her eyes on Jan. 12 after
being shot during a rampage that killed
six people in Tuscon four days prior,
she saw a room full of familiar faces.
Alongside her husband and parents
were three of her co-congresswomen — House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi (D-Calif.), Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand
(D-N.Y.) and Rep. Debbie Wasserman
Schultz (D-Fla.) — who immediately
began telling Giffords about the trips
they were going to take and the pizza
they were going to eat as soon as she
was feeling better.
Though women have made significant strides into public prominence
as lawyers, doctors, engineers and
politicians, only 17 percent of congressional and Senate seats are held
by women. The tale of female friendship at Giffords’ side is at least somewhat indicative of the support that
women in traditionally male-dominated workforces utilize to survive, said
Professor Nancy Bauer, chair of the
Tufts Department of Philosophy and
an expert on feminist philosophy.
According to the ongoing government-sponsored American Community
Survey, women outnumbered men in
the American workforce in 2010 for the
first time in history. But that doesn’t
necessarily mean that women are outnumbering men in courtrooms as often
as they are in nail salons, or that they’re
facing an equal playing field. Females
still make 77 cents for each dollar
earned by men, according to the results
of a study published last year by the
Institute for Women’s Policy Research.
“Frankly, in many circumstances in
which women are a distinct minority in
many high-power fields including politics, they are still old boys clubs with
old-boy rules that women have trouble
negotiating,” Bauer said. “One example
is in many fields, the way for people
to really bond with each other is to go

I

MCT

Women remain outnumbered in traditionally male-dominated fields like politics.
play golf, or in some fields the way to
entertain a client is to go to a strip club,
which may make a lot of women feel
uncomfortable for various reasons in a
business situation.”
Bauer said that while women have
made significant inroads into a bevy of
professions, they may still be judged by
things that have little to do with their
qualifications or capabilities, which
makes the camaraderie displayed by
the congresswomen at Giffords’ bedside
crucial to their continued success.
“For a congressman, there’s an obvious uniform to wear,” she said. “You
wear a relatively conservative suit, not
too much facial hair, no crazy hair,
you can wear a slightly funky tie but
it’s basically a non-issue. Everything a
woman wears seems to say something
about who she is and what she cares
about. In the 2008 election, Sarah Palin
was always discussed in terms of being
‘such a babe.’ On the other hand, you
have Hillary Clinton being accused of

having thick ankles. These are the kinds
of things that would never be said about
a man. There’s no way for a woman to
present herself neutrally.”
Sara Marcus, author of “Girls to
the Front: The True Story of the Riot
Grrrl Revolution,” published last fall
by HarperCollins, noted that there are
many similarities between the treatment
of female politicians and the treatment
of women in the music industry. Her
book describes a feminist movement
that took place among young women in
the early 1990s, who started their own
punk bands, wrote their own magazines
and created a positive message for socalled “riot grrrls” who were feeling
marginalized by their communities.
“Even if women in Congress can be
power players on a much more equal
plain, it’s still the case that they’re
outnumbered,” Marcus told the Daily.
“There’s sexism in how they’re seen
see FEMALE WORKFORCE, page 4

WMFO broadcasts major studio renovations
BY

AMELIA QUINN

Daily Editorial Board

WMFO 91.5, Tufts’ freeform studentrun radio station, is kicking off the
semester with a fresh new look. The
station’s main studio, Studio A, has

ALANNA TULLER | THE ARCHIVES ADDICT

been expanded and repainted, and its
vast music collections have been sorted and purged.
“We wanted to make the station more
professional and improve the feel and
functionality of the studio,” junior Jesse
Weeks, the facilities director of WMFO,

said. The renovations brought the studio’s physical condition up to par with
the state of its equipment, he added.
According to Weeks, the station
—which is located in Curtis Hall — was
due for an overhaul.
“This renovation was in many ways a
continuation of the upgrade started in
2009. The station has been undergoing
a phase of physical revival as much of
our infrastructure is over 30 years old,”
he said.
The project was carried out this year
because of the availability of talented
individuals, money and time, according to WMFO General Manager Andy
Sayler, a senior.
“We felt that this year provided
the unique combination of talent and
opportunity to ensure that we could
successfully complete this kind of
project,” he said. “We have known that
a major Studio A renovation would
be necessary for some time … so we
decided to undertake it while we had
a chance.”
The majority of renovations took
place over winter break, Weeks said.
According to Sayler, the project took
about 450 hours to complete, not
including prep work or final cleaning.
Weeks is more than satisfied with the
completed project.
“The space looks great … and the
space on the right for laptops makes it
much more functional for the modern
college-student DJ,” Weeks said. “We
have also greatly improved the acoustics of the room versus our recording
studio by changing the alignment of
the console.”

MEAGAN MAHER/TUFTS DAILY

WMFO’s headquarters underwent a significant remodelling over winter break.

see WMFO, page 3

am confident enough to make the argument that the Digital Collections and
Archives in Tisch Library is one of the
most fun places on campus. Don’t get
me wrong — sweaty, beer-soaked frat
basements always guarantee a good time,
but if you’re looking for somewhere a little
more refined to spend your free time, I
suggest you stop by the archives.
After trekking through Tisch and finding a staircase that leads to the ground
floor, you’ll find the archives at the end
of a hallway lined with posters and photographs of Jumbo. This pachyderm
paraphernalia is misleading, however,
because there is so much interesting
Tufts history beyond the whole ashes-ina-peanut-butter-jar saga. (But I do feel
obliged to make one Jumbo plug: If you
get the chance to go, make sure you ask
to see Jumbo’s tail. It’s pretty sweet.)
And so my research began. I started with the archives’ collection of the
Tufts Weekly (the predecessor to the
Tufts Observer) in the hopes of becoming
familiar with the Tufts of old. Yet the only
conclusion I reached from my cursory
research was that the deeper I dug, the
more unfamiliar and downright strange
Tufts began to appear.
If you’ve ever been to a Tufts activity
fair, you know the overwhelming number
of clubs we have on campus. But after
looking at the 1890 Tufts yearbook, it has
come to my attention that we are seriously lacking some important extracurricular activities. Whatever happened to
the Banjo Club, the Checker Club or the
Evening Party Association? And personally, I think a restoration of the Flying
Machine Club is seriously overdue.
An October 1954 edition of the Weekly
contained a section with student opinions about the recent buzz to do away
with Saturday classes. That’s right:
Saturday classes. Strangely, one student
said he wanted Saturday classes eliminated because he “would prefer to spend
Saturday morning reviewing the work of
the week.” Another student complained
that Saturday classes cut into the time
when she normally attended football
games or other sporting events. (Tufts
students attending games other than
Homecoming? The archives were officially
blowing my mind.)
After the initial shock of banjo aficionados and one-day weekends, I began to
breathe easier when I came across a few
news articles that made me realize that
some things about Tufts will never change.
In September 1981, the Observer did a
little historical sleuthing of its own and
uncovered this headline: “Competition for
enrollment in the Class of 1960 was the
keenest in the history of the University.” To
this, the Observer staff asked: “Heard that
line before?”
Three decades later I believe I can still
say yes, I have most definitely heard that
line before.
And apparently, the standards of oncampus housing have always been a bit
of an issue, to say the least. A 1981 report
of the 10 worst rooms at Tufts included
one in Lewis (shocking), a few “closet
singles” in Haskell and, oddly enough,
one in West. It appears that in the 1980s
West saw an infestation of mice, birds
and a fourth-floor room with “a resident
squirrel who can be found, variously, in
one’s living room, one’s bed and one’s
peanut butter.”
There’s a lot of weird Tufts history out
there, and I’m not going to bore you with
the same tired stories about painting the
cannon or Jumbo saving Tom Thumb. I
promise to dig deep and find the juiciest,
craziest stories the archives have to offer.
And if that fails, I’m sure I can bring you
more stories about our resident squirrels.

Alanna Tuller is a sophomore double
majoring in English and Spanish. She can
be reached at Alanna.Tuller@tufts.edu.
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Campus radio
station adjusts to
updated studio
WMFO
continued from page 3

Sayler is also pleased with the station’s upgrades and believes that the
changes to the DJ desk will in particular
increase functionality.
“The project achieved its goals quite
successfully,” he said. “We also made
a lot of necessary repairs to the room’s
floor and walls to counteract 30 years of
wear and tear.”
Weeks added that the station’s new
look gives it a more professional air.
The project created a colorful wall-long
mural in lieu of the eclectic graffiti and
bumper stickers that previously dotted
the walls of the studio. All of the stickers were scraped off in the renovation
process in order to ensure a smooth new
paint job.
“I personally like the renovations,”
sophomore Nicholas Adolph said. “The
old station had character but it always
seemed dirty because of all the graffiti.”
Adolph, who has co-hosted the
mash-up-themed “1-2 Switcheroo”
show for three semesters, did not help
with the renovations but likes what he
has seen so far.
“It’s nicer,” Adolph said. “Less grungy the old station had profanities and
dated lyrics written everywhere, so this
is a much appreciated upgrade.”
Junior Elliott Engelmann, who has
had a show since his freshman year, said
that the studio’s new layout increases
space and facilitates movement.
“The new setup also allows for more
movement and space, as the DJ console
is now positioned like an island in the
middle of the room,” Engelmann said.
“This makes having guests on your show
a lot more comfortable.”
He added that while the atmosphere
has become more professional, the renovations preserved the station’s quirks
and charm.
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High-powered women depend on each other in workplace
FEMALE WORKFORCE
continued from page 3

by their constituents and by their colleagues, and even if you’ve gotten yourself into the room, to have camaraderie
is the only way for them to create a
power structure and be really integral
and not token.”
Marcus emphasized the importance
of women helping and supporting each
other to increase their presence in these
fields, rather than fighting each other
for the few spots that seem to be open
to them.
“Playing women against each other
for positions of power or prestige is
ancient,” Marcus said. “The thinking
goes, you don’t see a lot of women in
powerful positions so there must not be
very many of the positions. The same
goes for female musicians. They’re
played against each other, critics write
reviews to say this band is better than
the other band because there’s not room
for more than one band with women.”
For pre-med sophomore Caroline
Patterson, it’s never been a question
of being pitted against other girls to
achieve what she wants. Her mother is
the president of Bank of America Merrill
Lynch Canada, and looking up to a highpowered woman in a male-dominated
field has given Patterson perspective on
females in the workforce.
“[I have] the mindset that women
can do anything men can do, if not better,” she said. “I’ve never really seen the
male-dominated field as an obstacle ...
I haven’t noticed gender discrepancies
in the pre-med classes; they’re pretty
evenly divided here. I know that historically, medicine is male-dominated,
and that there are still issues when you
become a doctor as to where the power
lies, I don’t see more males than females
doing well.”
Sophomore Caroline Kremer felt that
just because there’s an increase in the
female presence in these workplaces
doesn’t mean there’s an understanding
of all that comes along with the female
experience. Beyond a 9-to-5 job, the

female experience also include childcare and the “second shift,” the phenomenon of working mothers going
home to do housework, as if another
job, as described by noted sociologist
and author Arlie Hochschild.
Kremer serves on the executive board
of Tufts’ branch of 85 Broads, a global
network of women who, according to
the organization’s mission statement,
“passionately believe in using their
intellect and ambition to change the
game for all women globally.”

In the 2008 election, Sarah
Palin was always discussed
in terms of being ‘such a
babe.’ On the other hand,
you have Hillary Clinton
being accused of having
thick ankles. These are the
kinds of things that would
never be said about a man.
There’s no way for a woman
to present herself neutrally.”
Nancy Bauer
chair of the Department of
Philosophy
“Affinity groups [like 85 Broads] are
important when you don’t see your
image reflected in larger society,” she
said. “It’s an important instance of
women using each other as resources.
It’s not necessarily banding together,
because they’re not saying all women
think a certain way in terms of policy,
but rather support, mentally and emotionally, and use each other as positive
resources.”
While it may be crucial for women to
have access to these kinds of system of
support, the question becomes whether

such systems will always be necessary.
More female candidates ran for Congress
in the recent midterm elections than
ever before; but many of them were
considered fringe candidates, and some
— such as infamous denier-of-witchcraft-use Christine O’Donnell — went
through media cycles of “the great rich
reservoir of slut-shaming sentiment,”
as Marcus called it. The future for these
women ultimately lies in how they continue to increase their presence, shift
the perception of their womanhood and
continue to band together.
“You have to ask what’s messed up
and unfair about the world at large and
create communities and networks in
your life,” Marcus said. “Ask what kind
of support you and your friends need,
and say to one another how do we
set things up to create the conditions
under which we can do the best version of the work we can do. It’s about
being super-deliberate and conscious,
about looking around you, seeing who’s
amazing, who can I feed, who can feed
me. That’s the seed of many important
feminist revolutions.”
“I think a lot of women have to want
to move forward,” Bauer said. “It was
remarkable how quickly the concept
of sexual harassment caught on in the
1980s. In the ’70s, there were all sorts of
cases where bosses were inappropriate
with their secretaries — just watch ‘Mad
Men.’ Overt sexual harassment is much
[more] rare because it’s been successfully legislated against. Men are careful
about it because they don’t want to be
prosecuted, and it was just a matter of a
few years before men became very careful of their behavior.”
Change, Bauer said, began when
women asserted themselves.
“It started with a discourse that
made that kind of behavior intolerable
to women, saying ‘we’re not going to
stand for it anymore,’” she said. “People
have to write things or say things or do
things, say it doesn’t have to be this way
that we thought was inevitable. That’s
how change happens.”
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

A frozen treat inally inds its way to Boston
Pinkberry recently opened two new stores in Beantown
BY

ASHLEY WOOD

Daily Editorial Board

Pinkberry
288 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 424-5300
Price Range ($-$$$$): $

ALEXANDRA GOLDMAN/TUFTS DAILY

Pinkberry only has five flavors of frozen yogurt, but there is no shortage of toppings.
nal design, the store features a faux
pebble floor, green polka-dotted counters, orange walls and white plastic
furniture. The decorating, although
certainly not warm, is relaxing in its
streamlined cleanliness.
The menu follows a similar style.
Contrasting sharply with Boston’s own
J.P. Licks, which offers a wide variety
of flavors, Pinkberry offers only five,
making the decision quick and painless. This is a considerable expansion
from the first Pinkberry, which offered
only two flavors: original and green
tea. Abandoning green tea, the Boston
location now sells the original along
with mango, pomegranate, coconut
and chocolate.

Of the new flavors, the first three
serve as fresh, fruity complements to
the tangy nature of Pinkberry’s signature taste; the chocolate falls unfortunately flat. The tanginess that works so
well with their other flavors translates
into what can only be described as sour
chocolate — an experience most would
be wise to avoid.
Patrons who are looking for more of
a dessert fix would be better off turning toward the wide range of toppings,
which include cheesecake and brownie
bites, as well as a few guilty cereal favorites like Cap’n Crunch.
Really, though, the best way to enjoy
see PINKBERRY, page 6
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MOVIE ANALYSIS

African in luence keeps The Ex’s music
fresh and engaging; maintains individuality

Documentaries
nowadays: too
good to be true?

BY

MELISSA MACEWEN
Contributing Writer

Having released more than 20 studio
albums since its formation as an anarchopunk band in 1979, Amsterdam-based The

Catch My Shoe
The Ex

Fishtank/Carrot Top
Ex has proven time and time again that
one of its greatest strengths is its ability to
adapt to the current world-music scene
without losing any of its individuality.

Airing
your
gribenes

A

When Pinkberry opened its first location in West Hollywood in 2005, owners
Shelly Hwang and Young Lee reaped the

benefits of nearly instant success. The
Los Angeles locale meant a deadly combination of health-conscious consumers and year-round warm weather to
complement its frozen yogurt products.
Pinkberry’s small location, coupled
with its massive cult following, led the
Los Angeles Times to dub their yogurt
“the taste that launched 1,000 parking
tickets.” After operating exclusively in
California during its first year, however, the Pinkberry franchise soon set its
sights on national expansion, beginning
with New York and eventually making its
way to Massachusetts.
On Nov. 5, the Pinkberry franchise
had finally arrived in Boston, albeit a
week past the originally intended opening date. Tightly wedged between the
cramped brick storefronts of the popular Newbury Street shopping location,
Pinkberry was a subtle but highly anticipated addition.
The aesthetic of the yogurt franchise
is simplistic, upbeat and extremely
modern, to the point of bordering on
austere. Sticking closely to their origi-

EMILY BALK | WHISK-Y BUSINESS

Its 2011 release, “Catch My Shoe,” is
no exception.
To even begin to appreciate this
album, a good sound system is essential.
Really. From the moment the first track
(and single) of the album, “Maybe I Was
the Pilot,” shifts from poppy, singlenote plucking to power chords and then
to a chugging, bass-heavy onslaught of
instrumental layers, it becomes readily
apparent that The Ex has an incredible
complexity of sound that it wants to
bring to this album, and it isn’t going to
hold back any of it.
On its latest album, The Ex is still
very much the same band that old
fans want to hear, having lost none
see THE EX, page 6

JOSEPH STILE
Daily Editorial Board

Documentary films are designed
to document events or people in a
way that authentically reflects the
world. Last year, however, films
such as “Catfish,” “I’m Still Here”
and “Exit Through the Gift Shop”
twisted the definition of the genre,
presenting themselves as documentaries but eliciting speculation as to how true they really are.
The results have been mixed, to
say the least.
“Catfish” is a small picture that
made a big splash and got people talking when it opened at the
Sundance Film Festival in 2010. The
film follows a man, Nev Schulman,
who finds love on Facebook with a
young woman whom he has never
met in real life. He quickly learns
that people are not always the same
as how they present themselves
online. The film offers a hard look
at modern society and how the
new ways in which people interact
affect our realities and identities.
The film has earned roughly $3.2
million at the domestic box office
— quite impressive, considering its
small budget.
Despite its success, the film
has garnered a small backlash,
with a number of people questioning the validity of the story.
Some viewers were dubious about
why a documentary crew would
be videotaping Nev, whose life

THEEX.NL

Even after 32 years in the business, The Ex is back with a fresh new sound.

DOCUMENTARIES, page 6

shkenazi Jews have been hiding
a terrible secret from the culinary
world. Withholding this secret from
the general public is the reason why
many people believe that the traditional food
of their Eastern European Jewish friends is
boring and flavorless. The secret, my gastronomic friends, is gribenes, which, translated roughly from Yiddish, means “unholy
deliciousness.”* Gribenes (pronounced GRIbih-niss) is essentially chicken skin fried with
onions. It’s the bacon of kosher eats, the magic
fairy dust of the shtetl. Sprinkle it on anything
and there is a 100-percent chance that it will
taste better.
I totally understand why gribenes hasn’t
soared in popularity the way, say, macaroni
and cheese has in recent years. There is a certain “yuck factor” to the idea of chicken skin,
which on its own may evoke images of sad,
pale arm flab with goose bumps. Yet I believe
that Americans have the capacity to get over
their crippling neophobia and try some foods
that sound kind of weird and ethnic.
Take, for example, sweetbreads (aka offal,
aka animal organs). Formerly discarded parts
unvalued by the Western dining scene are now
seen on the menus of high-end restaurants
and have become an essential part of nose-totail eating, an effort to celebrate and consume
all parts of the animals we eat. These days
you can even get cow tongue in your burrito
at Anna’s Taqueria. Ask for lengua! This sort
of reverse-whitewashing of food in America
can be viewed as both a way to waste less and
a way to revisit the foods our ancestors ate in
times when waste simply was not an option.
The laws of kashrut that govern the diets of
those who keep kosher forbid the use of dairy
products, like butter, for cooking with meat.
Lard, a pig product, is also forbidden. Because
Eastern European Jews did not have access
to plant-based cooking oils, schmaltz — or
rendered chicken fat — was used instead.
Gribenes began as a byproduct of schmaltz
extraction. Some babushka probably discovered how delicious it was and began putting
it on items that gribenes is traditionally served
with, like kugel and latkes, because those both
definitely needed to be more fattening.
The addition of onions is simple, elegant
and inspired. They flavor the gribenes but also
caramelize and crisp around the edges in the
bubbling golden ambrosia that is schmaltz.
The combination is otherworldly. The chicken
skin itself, cut into pieces, becomes light and
crunchy. A sprinkling of salt is really all it needs
to become the snack or garnish of dreams.
How can these precious little nuggets be
used to elevate your meals? The options are
nearly limitless, though I’d probably stop
before dessert. Delicious plain, I’d also recommend them on sandwiches, in salads, mixed
into mashed potatoes — heck, they’d even be
great in soup. I say reach for your statins and
give gribenes a chance. Here’s how to make it:
Ingredients:
- About 4 cups (or whatever you have) of
chicken skin** cut into small pieces (1/2 inch
or smaller)
- 1 onion, chopped
- Salt
Place chicken skin and onion in a heavy
pan and cook over low heat, stirring every
so often, until the fat has rendered and the
chicken skin and onions are golden to dark
brown. Strain the onions and chicken skin
onto a paper towel to drain. If you know what’s
good for you, save the schmaltz and cook with
it. Season the gribenes with salt to taste. Avoid
eye contact with your cardiologist.
*Actually, “gribines seems to be related to
Griebe (plural Grieben) in various German
dialects (from Old High German griobo
via Middle High German griebe) where
Griebenschmalz is lard from which the cracklings have not been removed” (Wikipedia).
**Chicken skin can be procured from raw
chicken from the grocery store. Just buy with
skin on, duh.

Emily Balk is a senior majoring in
biopsychology. She can be reached at
Emily.Balk@tufts.edu.
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Documentaries not as real as they appear, blurring line between iction and fact
DOCUMENTARIES
continued from page 5

seems to be uneventful until the surprise encounter. It seems illogical that
the crew would be filming him unless
it knew beforehand the drama that was
about to unfold.
The picture was deemed ineligible for
the Academy Award for Best Documentary
Feature because of doubts over its authenticity, though the filmmakers hold that
the film is “100-percent true.” This controversy may have ultimately helped the
film, though, as “Catfish” has become one
of the top 10 grossing documentaries of
2010 and the 39th highest-grossing documentary of all time.
Right above “Catifsh,” at number 38 on
the list of top-grossing documentaries, is
“Exit Through the Gift Shop,” another
“documentary” that hit theaters last year
and also blurred the line between reality
and fiction.
“Exit” was directed by Banksy, a
British graffiti and street artist whose
identity and image is unknown to the
public and who is known for his challenging works that tend to push the
boundaries of what is classified as art.
Through interviews with real-life street
artists, the film at first appears to be a
simple documentary about street art,
but it quietly becomes a satire and criticism of the art world.
The film introduces an artist named
“Mr. Brainwash.” Banksy shows him gaining acclaim and millions of dollars sell-

ing his works, despite having little talent or artistic insight. He gains these
accolades all because of some minor
hype that falsely builds around him. It
is unclear whether Banksy helped create
Mr. Brainwash in an attempt to show the
meaninglessness of art critics and their
work or if he just happened to witness
Mr. Brainwash’s unjustifiable rise in the
art community.
A film like “Exit” works because it
reveals hypocrisies in the art community but simultaneously feels in line with
Bansky’s other works, which are shrouded in secrecy. And where questionable
validity hurt “Catfish,” it helped “Exit,”
as Bansky and the film are nominated
for Best Documentary Feature at the
Oscars this year.
Casey Affleck’s “I’m Still Here,” about
his brother-in-law, Joaquin Phoenix,
was also first presented as a documentary. But after some controversy
(much like that surrounding “Catfish”),
it was revealed to be an elaborate hoax.
Phoenix spent the entire production
acting as though he had quit acting to
pursue a hip-hop career, with his apparent nervous breakdown an attempt to
convince the public that what was happening on film was true.
Critics and audiences alike received the
film poorly. Most seemed more interested
in figuring out if the film was legitimate
than in actually watching it. After the
release, Affleck revealed that the film was
not a real documentary but an attempt to

AMAZON.COM

The elusive Bansky has created a challenging documentary in ‘Exit Through the Gift Shop.’
satirize celebrity culture in America.
The uncertainty surrounding the film
as well as Phoenix’s bizarre behavior
ultimately alienated viewers. Once it
was revealed to be a hoax, many were
angry and felt tricked, as the film falsely
claimed to be an authentic documentary. In reality, “I’m Still Here” was more

similar to “Borat”(2004).
Filmmaking is a craft that has continued to evolve since its inception, and
some directors may choose to travel
down a new path of partially manipulating or falsifying documentaries in
order to make statements and interact
with audiences in novel ways.

The Ex continues to reinvent the
genre of punk, even after 30 years

Pinkberry oﬀers Boston residents a
healthier alternative to ice cream

THE EX

PINKBERRY

continued from page 5

continued from page 5

of its signature lo-fidelity guitar or
frequently surreal, politically charged
lyrics. Even replacing one of its founding members, G.W. Sok, with vocalist
Arnold de Boer on this album hasn’t
proven to be a problem. De Boer’s
voice is less guttural than Sok’s, but
given The Ex’s decreasing focus on traditional punk music, this change could
actually be for the better.
“Catch My Shoe” showcases The Ex’s
most recent musical adaptation: an
increasing fascination with African
rhythms and styles. The band has previously experimented with influences
from countries as far-flung as Turkey,
Hungary and Eritrea, and it manages to
incorporate its most recent influence
just as smoothly.
While many bands, such as Vampire
Weekend, garner criticism for their
quaint dabbling in other cultures’
musical traditions, The Ex embraces
the versatility of African music with a
genuine curiosity. The band collaborated with both Ethiopian sax legend
Getatchew Mekuria and Congolese
likembé collective Konono No. 1 before
“Catch My Shoe,” and their influences
on the band are clear.
Drummer Katherina Bornefeld shifts
smoothly between tribal, flamenco and
punk over the course of the album. Her
drumming, complemented by Terrie
Hessels’ and Andy Moor’s baritone guitars, provides the strong backing without which many of the album’s songs
would be lost.
One such song is “Eoleyo,” in which
Bornefeld herself sings. This is probably the most ambitious track on the
album, as The Ex manages to fuse
a traditional, melodic African vocal
style with discordant, punk-style guitar and makes it sound nothing short
of amazing. If the many textures of the
song were arranged any differently,
the song would probably fall flat, but
The Ex manages to draw everything
together effortlessly into a surprisingly
catchy hodge podge of instruments
and rhythms.
If newcomers are put off by the
potentially overwhelming complexity of the band’s songs, The Ex does
occasionally give a nod to more conventional, indie-style music. “Bicycle
Illusion” is one such song and one
of the most approachable tracks on
“Catch My Shoe.” African-style beats
are still present, but their combination
with low-key lyrics and upbeat guitar

Pinkberry is to avoid looking at it as
a dessert altogether. In reality, it has
dramatically changed previous conceptions of frozen yogurt — as a less tasty,
healthier alternative to ice cream. In the
past, frozen yogurt attempted, and usually failed, to imitate the creamy flavor
of its fatty counterpart.
Pinkberry, on the other hand, does
not try to taste like ice cream. In fact,
the tangy quality is often better paired
with fresh fruit, sliced daily and never
frozen, than with toppings like Oreo
cookies and whipped cream. For the
more adventurous, mochi (a Japanese
pounded sticky rice) is a less traditional topping that goes well with the
fruitier flavors.
At $3.95 for a small with toppings,
Pinkberry yogurt is only slightly more
expensive than a regular Starbucks latte,
making it well within a college student’s
budget. And although it isn’t quite as
cheap as your standard ice cream cone,
it’s hard to beat the approximately 150
calories in a small original. Other health
benefits advertised include live cultures,
high calcium content and non-fat milk
and yogurt.
For those interested in something
other than a cup of yogurt, Pinkberry
also offers fruit bowls, yogurt parfaits,
smoothies and cone swirls. None of
these items strays very far from the

THEEX.NL

The Ex’s ‘Catch My Shoe’ was released in
late January.
makes the song a dance-worthy complement to the heavier, more experimental tracks on the album.
At the same time, however, “Bicycle
Illusion” also displays one of the only
potential weaknesses of the album: The
Ex’s seemingly ingrained urge to give
a shout-out to punk music. Most of
“Bicycle Illusion” bounces along, driven by de Boer’s well-suited vocals, but
when the song accelerates and then disintegrates into a freak-out of guitar and
thrash-style shouting, the effect isn’t
particularly pleasing or even necessary.
Similar endings conclude “Tree
Float” and “Problems.” This repetition
is just a small part of the album as a
whole, but it nevertheless starts to
seem hackneyed relatively quickly and
is one of the only parts of the album
that could be considered predictable.
The unusual length of the songs can
also be off-putting, as only one of the
album’s nine tracks clocks in at under
five minutes. Still, though the songs
are longer than one would find on most
punk albums, they generally change
enough to keep from getting repetitive
or boring.
Regardless of your opinion of The
Ex’s previous albums, if you’re willing to take the time to process this
album’s complexities, you’re in for a
treat. Songs can go from melodic to
thrashing in the blink of an eye and
still manage to seem cohesive.
From the trudging building of
“Maybe I Was the Pilot” to de Boer’s
proclamation that “Everything is finished here/ Forever, I am done” on the
album’s last track, “Catch My Shoe” is
a solid, genre-spanning installation in
The Ex’s discography, and it is surely
not the end of the band’s legacy.

original concept though — Pinkberry
is the wrong place to visit if you’re
looking for variety. In fact, the only
rotating feature in the franchise’s
menu is their seasonal flavor, which
was pumpkin during its opening in
November, but has since switched to
blood orange.
Nicknamed
“Crackberry”
by
California fans, the franchise has clearly gained brand loyalty on the West
Coast. Only time will tell how the new
Pinkberry will fare in Boston, a city less
obsessed with fashionable trends than
Los Angeles or New York City. The franchise is clearly planning on becoming a
hit: another location will soon be opening in Harvard Square.
The success of similar local chain
BerryLine, which has locations in
Harvard and Porter Squares and in
Fenway, certainly shows that there is
a market for this type of frozen treat
in the Boston area, despite being a
setting where “frozen” is hardly a marketable advantage. The formula is not
a clear recipe for success, though, as
similar businesses, such as Spün in
Powderhouse Circle, have opened and
quickly closed.
Either way, Pinkberry is certainly
worth a visit, even if it is hard to say at
this point whether their frozen yogurt
will steal the hearts of local college kids
around Boston. The yogurt is good, and
the price is hard to beat.

Massachusetts General Hospital
Research Study
14-21 year old females
(athletes and healthy volunteers)
Bone Density and Fitness Testing
Payment for participation up to $450
Call Dr. Misra at 617.724.5602
Visit our Website:
www.sportsendocrineresearch.com
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EDITORIAL

DREAM Act’s failure necessitates executive order
During the course of the debate last year
over the Development, Relief and Education
for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act — which
would have allowed for a path to citizenship
for those immigrants without legal status
who acquire a college degree or serve in the
armed forces — many students came out
in support of its passage. A large number of
these students “came out” in another sense
as well: They revealed their illegal status.
Many who had decided to expose themselves in support of the failed legislation
are worried that without such legal protection, they could face deportation, The New
York Times reported yesterday. Although
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE), the agency that handles deportations
and related issues, uses its discretion on a
case-by-case basis, there is no official policy
protecting students who are here illegally.
The Department of Homeland Security, ICE’s
parent organization, has said that it will reject
any moratorium on the deportation of students, yet currently, ICE has seemed to steer
away from students, instead focusing their
deportation efforts on illegal aliens with
criminal records.
But an official policy protecting those students is still lacking.
The Daily believes it would be in the
national interest to formally protect produc-

tive members of our society — such as students of higher education and members of
the military — regardless of their legal status.
Providing legitimacy for these residents is
advantageous to the country because it will
strengthen both our economy and military.
Indeed, a recent UCLA study has shown that
the potential beneficiaries would contribute
over $1.4 trillion to the national economy
over a 40-year period. Increasing access to
higher education is bound to have a positive
effect on our competitiveness abroad, as our
workers go head-to-head against international rivals. Furthermore, such a protection
would help to improve our image abroad,
not only because of the public relations boon
of a more open policy, but also because students from other countries would gain familiarity with American culture — an advantage
whether they stay in or leave the United
States after graduation.
Since the DREAM Act failed last year in
a democratically controlled legislature, its
prospects in the new divided Congress are
bleak, no matter how much President Barack
Obama calls for revisiting the issue. In light
of this, the only way to effectively achieve
the stated goal is to issue an official directive
using executive authority. This can be done
with an executive order, which would require
federal agencies to heed directions of the

president and could include a broad prohibition of the deportation of students.
There are precedents for an executive order such as this. Despite the failure
of the Waxman-Markey bill in the Senate
last year, which would have established a
national compulsory cap-and-trade market
controlling emissions, the Environmental
Protection Agency facilitates programs such
as the Acid Rain Program and the Clean Air
Interstate Rule, which both utilize a capand-trade approach. In another case, Obama
in 2009 issued an executive order revoking
prior presidential orders barring funding for
researching embryonic stem cells. Clearly,
sidestepping Congress to implement policy
is not unheard of.
Some may argue that providing any form
of amnesty of protection for immigrants here
without legal status will create an incentive
for more illegal immigration. The solution
to this would be to strengthen our borders
and provide greater assistance to developing countries, especially Mexico. Moreover,
assisting residents who contribute much to
our country would not undercut our national
security interest. On the contrary, it would
strengthen the United States by legitimizing
valuable contributions to society — from
students with degrees in higher education to
members of our armed forces.
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What’s more preventative than birth control?
BY

IDS EDITORIAL BOARD
Indiana Daily Student

The health care reform bill requires insurers to provide “prevent[ive] health services”
without additional charge. An independent panel has been recruited to decide
which services count as “prevent[ive].” The
Obama administration says it expects contraception to be among them.
The Editorial Board supports the Obama
administration’s position. Birth control is
an essential component of a healthy life for
many women who choose or are advised
by their doctors to use it.
A predictable but menacing opposition
is forming around the issue.
The members of the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops and the
Family Research Council have thrown
their weight behind insurance companies,
saying companies should not be forced
to violate their consciences in providing
contraceptives.
Where, one might ask, was all this talk
of the insurance companies’ consciences when they were denying coverage to
people with pre-existing conditions? The
controversy is once again illustrative of the
disturbing chasm between the compassion
certain groups feel toward fetuses versus
fully formed human beings.
Some may question whether birth control is properly “preventative” medicine. A
spokesperson for the Catholic Bishops, for
example, claimed that pregnancy is not a
disease to be prevented.
We should be wary of defining disease too

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position of
The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

narrowly. If one of your limbs, for example,
were amputated in an accident, you would
not exactly suffer from a disease, but you
would expect your medical insurance to pay
for your expensive medical condition. Health
insurance covers a wide range of conditions
that require professional medical attention.
Pregnancy should be one of them.
Unfortunately, it’s not. Currently, many
individual insurance plans can refuse coverage or charge higher premiums to pregnant women. And such denials won’t be
illegal until a provision of the Health Care
Reform takes effect in 2014.
The costs of any pregnancy are high.
Parenting Weekly estimates that prenatal care and delivery cost, on average,
is between $6,800 and $10,600. Women
should have access to the drugs that help
them avoid the expense and dangers of
pregnancy if they choose.
But pregnancy is not the only condition women use birth control to prevent.
Many women find that the pill alleviates
menstrual cramps and especially heavy or
irregular periods.
Just like a good insurance plan pays not
only for your cavity to be filled but also
for bi-annual cleanings at the dentist’s
office that help you avoid cavities, that
insurance should not only help you with
the expenses of delivering a baby, but also
with your decision not to become pregnant if you are unwilling or unable to raise
the child.
This is no longer a question of whether
private insurance companies can be forced
to provide certain preventative coverage.

They already have been.
Now, contraceptives’ opponents can
only try to justify excluding a central component of women’s health from receiving
equal medical treatment.
DISSENT by Jarrod Lowery
Preventive methods of birth control can
be both useful and beneficial for many
women, but using last year’s health care
reform act to require insurance companies
to provide them to women is not the best
way to expand access to these methods.
Doing so would worsen two related problems that urgently need to be addressed.
First, it would create additional incentives for people to consume more healthrelated services than they would if they
were not largely insulated from the costs
of their consumption by our current insurance-based system. Such overconsumption, of course, is a major contributor to
rising costs.
Second, it would further entrench last
year’s reform package in our health care
system, which would needlessly complicate the necessary process of replacing
the law with one that actually addresses
the root cause of our health care woes —
the practice of financing health care with
insurance instead of using insurance only
for catastrophic problems.
Since Congress won’t be able to repeal
and replace last year’s reforms any time
soon (thanks to the president’s veto power),
a good first step would be to reduce the
regulatory barriers that delay promising
new drugs from being brought to market.
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Don’t forget human element in Israel and Palestine
BY

BRUCE RATAIN

Over break, I traveled to Israel on TaglitBirthright, living on a bus for 10 days with
approximately 40 Tufts students and eight
Israeli soldiers. Fighting the increasingly
compelling urge to fall asleep on long bus
rides, I devoted my time to learning everything I could about those around me.
On one ride through the Galilee, I sat next
to Moshe (names of active-duty soldiers
have been changed), an Israeli submariner
who thus far in the trip had been relatively
quiet. We sat silently for a moment when
he turned towards me and asked, “So what
do you want to do with your life?” Taken
aback, I sketched a very general overview of
my interest in environmental law, thinking
that as a soldier he would be removed from
academic discourse. His response cited
numerous papers, theories and this led to
an impassioned discussion.
Afterwards, Moshe nonchalantly stated
that he was taking online courses in his free
time to get a degree in international economics while in the army.
“But how do you have time for that? Don’t
you already have a lot of studying to do for
the submarine?” I asked.
“I don’t really have time. But I study whenever I can.”
Impressed, I asked about his post-army
plans: “Lemme guess, a trip to South America
like everyone else, right?”
“No, actually. I want to go to Germany for a
few months to get fluent — my grandparents
are from there — and then I want to go to
graduate school for international relations in
the U.S.”
As I tried to digest my conversation with
Moshe, I turned around to the back of the
bus to find three other Israelis playing “I
Want It That Way” (1999) on guitar and a
melodica — a hybrid of a harmonica and
piano. I watched them play — Areli; short,
with a half-Israeli, half-British accent who
described his job by asking whether we had
seen “The Hurt Locker” (2008); Ori, a bear of
a man who somehow fits into a submarine
and possesses Buddah-esque wisdom and
maturity; and Itai, a serious, stoic naval officer who at that moment was blowing into a
winding tube while pushing keys on a small
blue plastic piano, releasing a sound much
like a squeak toy.
I have close family in Israel. But back in
the United States, I sometimes find myself
starting to refer to and think of “Israel” as a
unitary, inanimate entity. The tenor of debate
and media coverage of conflict makes it easy
to forget that the story of Israel is one of life,
love and beautiful people. The Israelis I know
remind me of my friends here — looking for
a good time, listening to American songs and
hoping that their children will grow up and to
eat their shawarma in peace.
Later that same day, we left the bus and
began a hike past ancient Roman ruins
and a small clear stream. I walked with
Ori, talking about nature, the military and
music. At one point he turned to me and
said, “You know, before this trip, Americans
were just in the movies. I’ve never really
had any American friends or known what
you were actually like. … It means a lot to
see that even though we’re on other sides of

COURTESY BRUCE RATAIN

the world, we’re really all the same.”
I firmly believe that the paramount concern of the average Israeli and the average
Palestinian is providing a good life for his
or her children. One of the soldiers on
our trip said, wholly hypothetically, that if
the religion had never been created, and
if Israelis could have a land somewhere
else, somewhere where the world would
let them live in peace, he would give up the
very land for which he is fighting. I don’t
necessarily agree with him, but that’s not
the point. He is an Israeli soldier, a patriotic Israeli soldier, and, above all, he wants
the fighting to stop. And though I know
that most parties involved in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict want peace, so many
people here in America don’t believe that
those most directly affected by the conflict
— the Israelis and Palestinians themselves
— desire that same peace.
I have met many people, even Jews, who
believe that most, if not all, Israeli soldiers
actively want to, and try to, kill Palestinians.
They assert that Israelis aren’t like other
humans and certainly are nothing like
Americans. But I’ve seen Israel, and I know
Israelis. And the people I’ve met want the
same things I do.
I’ve also met countless Jews, friends and
others who think that all Palestinians and
Arabs want to destroy Israel and kill Jews.
This is equally naive. I truly believe that the
vast majority of people on both sides want to
eat their shawarma in peace — reflecting the
profound humanity, spirit and joie de vivre
that I found in Israel. But the problem is that
many people just don’t have the exposure
and connections to know it.
True peace and understanding can blossom when two sides come to realize their
common hopes, concerns and dreams. I
have not had the good fortune to travel in
Gaza, the West Bank or in Arab countries.
Thus, as a follow-up to this piece, I ask
those who have spent time in the Arab

world to offer similar stories about friends
made and mentors discovered, about
good laughs and long days and about the
humanity of us all.
Many of us care about the conflict and
care about understanding it, but just don’t
make time to engage with those most directly involved in the conflict. I’ve been guilty
of this for far too long at Tufts myself. And
so, in addition to reading this piece and the
follow-up pieces I hope will come, I ask all
of us to do more this semester to further our
understanding of the issue.
Tufts is blessed with international students from around the region and myriad
students who have traveled abroad. We
have established groups like the New
Initiative for Middle East Peace that promote and lead dialogue. Make a point
this semester to talk to those friends,
check out those meetings and see what
people are saying and thinking. The
Institute for Global Leadership is bringing students from Israel, Turkey and Iraq
to campus from Feb. 24 to Feb. 27 for the
annual Education for Public Inquiry and
International Citizenship Symposium.
Look for these students around campus
or come to the symposium that week
(which I’d encourage on its own merits)
and get to know them. Ask them what
they want to do with their lives, what
they like to do and about their stories of
conflict and peace.
In my time at Tufts, I’ve seen that the
most important learning happens outside
of detached coursework. Theory is great,
but for those of us who care about understanding and solving the Middle East conflict, it’s time to redouble our efforts to step
out of the classroom and understand our
common humanity.
Bruce Ratain is a senior majoring in political science.

Clicking into class
THE MIAMI HURRICANE EDITORIAL
BOARD
The Miami Hurricane

Skipping class just got a tad bit harder
for more than a half-million students on
thousands of college campuses. Or not?
Imagine being assigned a palm-sized,
wireless clicker for your classes. Not
only would the device clock you in as
present when you would walk into class,
but you would be required to use numbered buttons on the clicker to answer
multiple-choice quizzes.
Preliminary studies at institutions
such as Harvard and Ohio State suggest that “engaging students in class
through a device as familiar to them
as a cellphone — there are even
applications that convert iPads and

Can Yemen
khat it out?

A

OFF THE HILL | UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

BY

PRASHANTH PARAMESWARAN |
THE ASIANIST

Blackberrys into class-ready clickers —
increases their understanding of material that may otherwise be conveyed in
traditional lectures.”
Although these new clickers may
engage students by preventing them
from falling asleep, texting and Web
surfing during class, there are several
disadvantages to it.
Technology is constantly evolving
and shaping our lives, and yes, the
classroom is one of the areas where
these changes will occur. However, as
college students, we sure know how to
outsmart technology and work our way
around things. And, if we don’t know
how, we’ll figure out a way.
What happens when students
skip class, but their clickers make it?
Meaning, one student can ask another

to bring their clicker to class so he or
she will not be counted absent. Or,
how about when there is a quiz taking
place and students just push the same
button as their neighbor? These two
scenarios demonstrate that using this
new device can make cheating simpler and can push students away from
attending class knowing that their
presence relies on something as silly
as a television remote.
With all this in mind, paying 30 to 70
dollars for a clicker on top of how much
we pay for books and the use of these
clickers does not seem to be the best
method for teaching students. However,
if teachers require their students to use
them and believe they are truly effective,
then they should use them knowing the
risks that go along with them.

s protests rocked Egypt and reverberated throughout the Arab world
in the past weeks, I asked my Yemeni
friend at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, Hazim Al-Eryani, why his
countrymen seemed to lack the revolutionary
zeal to overthrow their strongman-president
Ali Abdullah Saleh. “Khat,” he replied, mimicking the softball-shaped bulge that forms
in one’s cheek when chewing wads of the
leafy narcotic commonly found in the Horn of
Africa and the Arab world.
His response wasn’t as facetious as you
might think. While khat is popular in many
countries, in Yemen it is a chronic national
addiction. Chewing these tender oval leaves for
at least three to four hours daily is a basic form
of socializing for over 80 percent of Yemenis.
As the leaves gradually break down in their
mouths and flow into their bloodstreams, the
country’s myriad problems — which include
a bloody separatist insurgency in the south,
an inefficient and corrupt government and
a resurgent al-Qaeda presence — are either
fiercely debated or relegated to the attic of
their memories in evening khat ceremonies.
In Yemen, it is said, nearly everything stops
for khat. Up to 50 percent of all household
income, 60 percent of the land cultivated for
cash crops and nearly 30 percent of groundwater is devoted to satisfying this oral fixation. Even the fierce protests that engulfed
the nation’s capital, San’a, over the past few
weeks reportedly fizzled out every day before
2 p.m., when most Yemenis begin their khatchewing sessions.
Even if the drug isn’t the main cause of
Yemen’s revolutionary fatigue, its pernicious
effects have been well-documented. The
World Health Organization does not classify
khat as a “seriously addictive drug,” but chewers can still experience physiological repercussions including persistent hallucinations, disrupted sleep cycles and high blood pressure.
Socially, khat can break down families, as
men and women chew in separate groups
while their children are left to run astray (or,
worse, chew as well, since — shockingly — up
to 20 percent of children under 12 consume
the drug daily). The hours spent chewing khat
and the land used for cultivating it are a severe
drain on Yemen’s economic productivity and
dwindling water supply. Getting high on a
drug that costs around $5 per bag per day is
also a costly habit in a low-income country
where slightly less than half the population
lives below the poverty line.
Yet rehabilitation remains a pipe dream
for now. Farmers are highly dependent on
cash generated from khat because while food
crops take a year or longer to harvest, khat
leaves sprout within just a month and generate five times as much revenue as fruit.
Even if some sort of crop substitution plan
were possible in theory, the country’s powerful landowners would oppose it vigorously in
practice because khat sales line their pockets.
A government ban on khat would also be
inconceivable because the government sees
the drug as a vital source of social order.
But some basic regulation is clearly necessary in the longer term. McKinsey & Company
projects that Sana’a will run out of water by
2025, partly because poor water resource
management results in most of groundwater wells being used for khat, which requires
nearly 50 percent more water than wheat
and consumes twice the amount used by the
city’s citizens. Khat irrigation must therefore
be made much more efficient. And while an
outright ban may be too extreme, a combination of public awareness campaigns to educate vulnerable groups and limits on the drug
to certain hours of the day could mitigate its
social and economic effects.
In trying to khat it out, however, the government could end up biting off more than it can
chew. “Ironically, one of the few things that
could cause a revolution in Yemen would be
trying to regulate khat, because it is viewed as
such an intrinsic part of society,” Hazim said
only half-jokingly.

Prashanth Parameswaran is a graduate student at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy. He can be reached at
pprashanth711@gmail.com.
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TUESDAY’S SOLUTION

MARRIED TO THE SEA

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Keeping the search process confidential

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
Tuesday’s Solution

Kochman: “I don’t want to go on a honeymoon.
Alexandra: “Don’t you want to go on vacation and
have lots of sex for two weeks?”

Please recycle this Daily.

GARRY TRUDEAU
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Are you frustrated by months of searching for
a great summer job opportunity?
Look no further.

WORK AT TUFTS
THIS SUMMER
Tufts University Conference Bureau & Summer
Programs
employs approximately forty college-aged individuals in over nine different positions. We offer you the
opportunity to gain experience and skills necessary to effectively perform in a professional working
atmosphere. Our positions are designed to strengthen your communication and interpersonal skills, as well
as your ability to solve problems, manage multiple tasks simultaneously, and think on your feet. In
addition, we strive to offer you a summer full of excitement and fun. We emphasize working in teams and
several social events are offered throughout the summer months.
Several summer positions are still available in conference facilitation, office administration, and residential
counseling. Many positions include housing on campus and duty meals.
For more details and an application, please come to our office at 108 Packard Avenue. For questions,
drop by, call us at x73568, or visit our website at http://ase.tufts.edu/conferences/employment.

Free meals, housing and $$$
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Solid weekend performances solidify
ski team’s regional rankings
SKIING
continued from page 16

senior Brian Bresee said. “We had some
falls that definitely hurt us. I straddled
one gate; one of my skis went inside
it, so I had to hike up. Considering our
top four guys fell, though, it could have
gone worse.”
As usual in skiing, this season’s
turbulent weather had an effect on
Sunday’s race.

“Castleton has a U.S.
Olympic Ski Team member,
they’ll be difficult to overtake for first. We’re in second
and there’s no reason we
shouldn’t finish there, we’ve
had it all season.”
Lindsay Rutishauser
senior
“Saturday was nice and warm, then
we got a sleet snowstorm Saturday
night. So by Sunday, the course was
rutty, and we skied the same course
after the girls had their event on it.
We’re adapting,” Bresee said.
While Sunday’s tough conditions
had Tufts out of sorts, both teams had
impressive showings on Saturday.
Both the men and women finished
in second place behind New England
powerhouse Castleton State. The
Tufts men, who finished in a team
time of 263.76, nearly took first from
the Spartans, who were just slightly
faster at 260.37. The women’s team
finished comfortably ahead of thirdplace Northeastern with a team finish in 294.86. The female squad got
great results from a pair of freshmen,
Stevens and Sara Hanneman, who finished in first and fourth, respectively.

“I think we did awesome on Saturday,”
Rutishauser said. “Having two girls
finish in the top five is spectacular.
Chelsea Stevens and Sara Hanneman
really came through for us. Everything
is coming together really well.”
The men’s team was similarly pleased
with its efforts on Saturday.
“Saturday was solid. We had our top
three guys stand up and finish well,”
Bresee said. “I came in fourth, while
[senior] Tom [Valentin] got seventh and
[senior] Arlin [Ladue] got eighth. They
finished within a tenth of a second of
each other, which is pretty cool.”
For the women, it has become
commonplace to see Stevens and
Hanneman near or at the top of the
individual leaderboards. But both are
quick to admit that their personal success goes way beyond their individual
talent.
“Ski team is awesome, easily the best
club,” Stevens said. “Being at Holderness
Academy, on a very competitive Eastern
Division ski team, the environment was
so cutthroat and intense. I felt like it
was getting in the way of my performance. But now, I’ve found it easier
to perform better when I’m in a more
relaxed and fun environment.”
Going into the last regular season
races on Saturday at Sunday River and
Sunday at Burke Mountain, both the
men’s and women’s teams have all but
clinched their spots in Regionals.
The women stand comfortably in
second place in the overall standings,
needing to finish just fourth or better
in their final races to reach Regionals.
The men, who finished the weekend
in third place but just one point out of
second, also need to finish in the top
four to qualify for Regionals.
“Castleton has a U.S. Olympic Ski
Team member, they’ll be difficult to
overtake for first,” Rutishauser said,
“We’re in second, and there’s no reason
we shouldn’t finish there; we’ve had it
all season.”
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The Daily wants to
hear from YOU.
Have a problem with our
coverage? Upset about
something happening
at Tufts or in the
community?
Send op-ed submissions, 600-1,200
words, to oped@tuftsdaily.com.
Send letters to the editor to:
editor@tuftsdaily.com.

MEDICALDOCUMENTATION
POLICY
TUFTS UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICE
Health Service provides “Medical Notes” in only
limited circumstances. Students who are too ill
to take an in-class mid-term or final exam
will be offered medical documentation. They
must be seen prior to the exam and must notify
their professor prior to the exam.
All other academic responsibilities that
cannot be met due to medical illness
should be communicated directly between student and professor, using the
“Illness Notification Form” that is
available in WebCenter for Students.

http://uss.tufts.edu/registrar/
Webcenter.asp

Attending the LSAT seminar:

1 thursday evening
Two slices of pizza consumed at seminar:

ever-hardening arteries
Seminar admission cost:

Getting a fantastic LSAT score to go to a top 20 law school:

Priceless

Illness Notification Forms should be used for the following circumstance:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Missed Classes
Missed Labs
Missed Seminars
Missed Quizzes
Papers That Need to Be Delayed
Oral Presentations
Take Home Exams
Students having any issues with implementation of this
policy, or problems making up work missed due to illness,
should contact their academic dean for assistance.
http://uss.tufts.edu/undergradEducation/assocdeans.asp

free

Thinking about law school? Learn about logic on the LSAT including
basic inferences, contraposition, and quantifiers. An LSAT expert from
Blueprint Test Preparation will cover these important fundamentals as
you tackle real logical reasoning questions.

February 10th
9pm — Eaton 202
FREE PIZZA!

blueprintprep.com

S P O N SO R ED BY: the Tufts Pre Law Society
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Miller’s waning basketball career leaves cooking dreams to be ful illed
MILLER
continued from page 15

you’ll inevitably be treated to
a whirlwind of deflections and
help defense. She performs
the unnoticed kind of perfection, where the only tangible
part is the finished product —
the two points added to Tufts’
score or the plate of savory
heaven placed on the table.
What you don’t see is Miller,
who made it all happen from
the beginning.
Probably because you blinked once and missed everything.
“She operates like a crazy
person, which is just normal
Van,” senior tri-captain Lindsay
Weiner said.
“Everybody on the team
actually refers to it as my ‘meerkat mannerisms,’ because they
think that I resemble a meerkat
in the way that I move and
look, which I really appreciate,” Miller said with a twinge
of sarcasm in her voice. “Those
come out in the kitchen too; I’m
darting around everywhere.”
The uncanny comparison —
“They’re my cousins!” Miller
says — extends to her height,
or lack thereof. At just a shade
above 5 feet, she often draws
comments in the kitchen, sometimes for her inability to reach
the top shelf and sometimes for
her oversized chef’s outfit.
“Every time I worked with
her, we always had a good time,”
Weiner, who worked as a waitress at Grafton Street last summer, said. “I made fun of how
she’s pretty short, which you
think would be a detriment, but
it’s not. It was always fun trying
to watch her jump up high to
get the pots and pans on the top
shelf … and her outfit made her
look like a ninja.”
Regardless of the comparison, be it meerkat or ninja, the
statistics eventually emerged
thanks to her claustrophobiainducing defense. In 2009-10,
Miller was named the NESCAC
Defensive Player of the Year
when she led the league with
3.15 steals per game and 85
overall. This season, she’s first
with three per game in conference play, and would be
fourth overall had she played
in enough games to qualify.
Her 181 career steals ranks
her sixth in program history.
Miller’s career was recently
punctuated by an offensive
surge in late January. With
senior Colleen Hart and junior
Kate Barnosky, both tri-captains, sidelined, Miller averaged 15.6 points, 8.3 rebounds,
4.0 assists and 6.0 steals over a
three-game span, earning her

NESCAC Player of the Week
honors just three weeks into
the season.
Sitting in her office with praise
flooding out, women’s basketball
coach Carla Berube sounds like
a scratched record when asked
to describe Miller’s playing style,
repeating the word “defense”
over and over again.
“I’ve never coached a better defensive player,” Berube,
in her ninth season with the
Jumbos, five of which have
included Miller, said. “I haven’t
seen anyone able to lock down
players the way she can, while
also helping her teammates
out, while also grabbing eight
rebounds and deflecting balls.
I haven’t seen that ever.”
On burns and bruises
Operating at full speed all
the time will inevitably result
in a few crashes along the way,
and Miller has the scars to
prove it.
Five games into her freshman season back in 2006, Miller
went down with a season-ending injury. A six-month recovery ended up taking 13 months,
and one surgery turned into
two, cutting her sophomore
season by nearly a semester.
The current list of maladies
includes injuries to her back,
elbow, ankle and quadriceps,
as well as a bout with Lyme
disease.
Sprinting around a kitchen,
worrying about serving the dinner rush of 500 — sometimes
more during Sunday brunch
— has its pitfalls as well. After
skimming over her basketballrelated injuries, Miller pulls up
her sleeve to reveal a host of
badges of honor from working
the line.
“We had a cook who just took
the fry basket out of the oil, and
I was coming around the corner and hit my arm on it,” says
Miller, pointing to her elbow
before flashing another set of
burns on her thumb. “This scar
right here was from when I was
shucking oysters this summer,
and the oyster broke and the
knife went right through.”
Injury-prone is an understatement for someone who
spends her days diving on the
floor for loose balls and her
nights hunched over open
flames. Then again, Miller has
taken her injuries all in stride.
“Looking back on it, it’s definitely made me the player I
am,” she said. “If I could change
it, I guess I wouldn’t, because
I’ve been lucky enough to get
a fifth year that’s been going
well so far.”

VIRGINIA BLEDSOE/TUFTS DAILY

While cooking in her kitchen is a relaxing activity, all hell breaks loose when working on the line at Grafton Street Pub.
One more run at glory
Her past injuries allowed
Miller to return this spring to
use up her final semester of
eligibility. In her fifth year at
Tufts, she’s taking only one
class and can focus almost
exclusively on basketball.
During the fall semester,
despite pulling late shifts at
Grafton Street, Miller was constantly in the gym to improve
her game. But she couldn’t
practice with the team and
had to sit in the stands during games, waiting until 2011
rolled around.
“She’s resilient,” Berube said.
“She works hard at everything
she believes in. And the same
thing, with wanting to be a
chef, she’s going to do it the
right way and she’s going to go
the right route. When she talks
about basketball or when she
talks about being in the kitchen and preparing or learning a
new dish, it’s the same sort of
passion in her eyes.”
Miller arrived at Tufts in 2006
as a walk-on, nervous about
how she would measure up
within the program.
“After the first open gym
at Tufts my freshman year, I
remember my dad called and
asked how it went. I said, ‘I
had a good time, I’m not sure if
I’m good enough,” said Miller,
who pauses before delivering
the conclusion with a sheepish
grin. “But I guess I ended up
being good enough.”
But all has since worked out;
Miller, who originally backed
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Vanessa Miller has been working in restaurants since she was 16, but only recently started down the path
towards becoming a professional chef.

up Colleen Hart, now plays
alongside the program’s most
prolific scorer, and the two
have competed in eight NCAA
Tournament games as an electrifying tandem, and help comprise what Miller calls one of the
best backcourts in the nation.
Even with the injuries and the
semester relatively detached
from the team — especially given that she lives nearly
two miles from campus — a
sustainable passion has kept
Miller going. Now, she is one of
the most experienced players
in Div. III’s top conference.
Of course, there are some
days when Miller feels like
the elder states(wo)man, like
when the Jumbos went to a
high school practice for a day,
and she realized that she was
nearly 10 years older than the
high school first-years.
“Yes, I feel old,” she said.
“But it’s kind of a fun feeling
walking onto the court now
and knowing that I have more
experience than any other person out there on the court.”
A freshman all over again
The veteran status earned
on the court got flipped when
Miller first entered the kitchen at Grafton Street, a place
primarily dominated by males
and non-English-speakers, as
the first person at the restaurant to ever go from the front
of the house to the back.
“I remember the first time I
picked up a knife, and it’s this
8-inch chef ’s knife,” she said.
“I’m comfortable with it, but
they’re all looking at me like,
‘She’s going to cut her finger
off.’”
The intensity in the kitchen can reach near-unbearable
levels, with the 100-degree
temperatures or the constant
shouting, which Miller says her
athletic background helped
prepare her for.
“Growing up around sports
and stuff, I thrive under pressure,” she said. “I think a lot of
the reasons I’ve really enjoyed
cooking is that since I’ve realized that my basketball career
is coming to an end, I’m looking for that in other things
besides sports.”
One time, she didn’t make
enough cookies for service,
and the restaurant ran out a
little early in the night.
“I got yelled at like I’ve never
been yelled at before for cookies, which seems like the most
mundane thing possible to
be yelled at for,” Miller said.
“Part of me wanted to go back
and nurse my bruised ego. But
when push comes to shove,
you just have to go back and

make more.”
Starting over in a new environment, however, proved
invaluable for Miller’s development as a chef.
“I think you sometimes forget what it’s like to be a socalled ‘rookie,’” she said. “It’s
good to have that juxtaposition
in my life right now, because
I think you need a little bit of
that swagger and confidence
that seniority brings, but you
also need that excitement that
being new to something gives.”
An unparalleled rush
Dining with Vanessa Miller
is like dining with a hostess,
waitress and chef all rolled
into one, if that person were
blessed with the super-speed
of The Flash. After serving dinner, she tosses her towel onto
the table and saunters over to
the refrigerator to pop open a
Diet Dr. Pepper, finally slowing
down to a human level.
Make no mistake; underneath the collected demeanor,
she is beaming. That much is
clear from the subtle smiles
that emerge whenever she discusses new recipes, or the giggles that surface when recounting tales from the line.
“It was like a light bulb went
off in my head,” she said. “After
the first weekend, I was like
‘Wow, this is exactly what I
want.’ I worked my first Friday
night, and the only time I
had anywhere near the kind
of adrenaline rush that I get
on the basketball court while
playing basketball.”
The clear parallels between
cooking and hoops consistently reappear. There’s the teamwork necessary to cook for 500
people, similar to a five-man
weave up the floor in transition, or the collective satisfaction inherent with achieving a
mutual goal, like completing
the dinner rush unscathed or
reaching NCAAs.
Looking into the future can
be a mystifying task for seniors,
especially those struggling to
figure out long-term plans.
Lucky for Miller, she’s confident about exactly where she
wants to go.
“I’m sure it will be,” said
Miller, when asked if opening
her own restaurant will be the
biggest challenge she’ll ever
face. “Basketball has been a
huge part of my life for the last
five years, but it’s just a fiveyear thing. This is a chosen
path for the rest of my life. The
stakes are a little bit higher,
which is exciting.”
Knowing her, she’ll get there
fast.
Meerkat fast.
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Housing
1 Bedroom Apartment
Gorgeous 1 Bed Apartment.
2 Blocks to Tufts, Large Sunny
Rooms, New Bathroom & Kitchen,
Refinished Hardwood Floor, Huge
Thermal Pane Designer Windows.
Off Street Parking available
09/01/11. Amazing Apartment No
Fees. $1,000. Contact (781)3964675

Housing
53 Curtis Ave 6 Room 4 Bedroom
Full bathroom, large living room,
large eat-in kitchen, two porches
(front/back), new energy efficient
windows, all metal doors w/
deadbolts+locks, parking for 2
cars, laundry system, brand new
energy eff gas heating system.
$2400+utilities. Avail: June 1 2011
call Russ (978) 663-6370
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Housing

Wanted

53 Curtis Ave 5 Room 3
Bedroom
Full bathroom, large living room,
large eat-in kitchen, two porches
(front/back), new energy efficient
windows, all metal doors w/
deadbolts+locks, parking for 2
cars, laundry system, brand new
energy eff gas heating system.
$1900+utilities. Avail: June 1 2011
call Russ (978) 663-6370

$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Become a California Cryobank
donor and earn up to $1,200/
month, receive free health and
infectious disease testing, and
help people fulfill their dreams
of starting a family. Convenient
Cambridge location. Apply online:
SPERMBANK.com

-

-

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

League must stop concussions to
save its most marketable players

Two meets remain until the regional
tournament; coach remains optimistic

INSIDE NHL

FENCING

When any player misses significant
time due to concussion symptoms —
especially a player of that caliber —
it’s a big problem for a league that is
trying to put the best possible product on the ice every night. The league
has invested millions in marketing
dollars behind its top stars, especially
Crosby.
Concussions are potentially lifechanging injuries to players. They
also pose a serious threat to a league
that can scarcely afford to see those
players’ careers jeopardized.
Eric Lindros, Keith Primeau, Adam
Deadmarsh, Pat LaFontaine. These
four past NHL greats, while certainly
not the only ones, are inextricably
linked by how their careers ended —
cut short by concussion symptoms.
The idea of adding Crosby, Savard,
or Green to that list is unthinkable,
and no player, owner, GM or fan
should be complicit in allowing that
to happen.
The NHL may be stronger than it
has ever been since the lockout in
2004-5, but it still has too much to
lose by going halfway. The league
must continue to lead all professional
sports in making player safety its top
priority.
Otherwise, it will endanger players
and put its own long-term viability at
risk.

continued from page 16

of contact is not permitted,” according to the NHL rule book.
This rule change is designed to
prevent the most dangerous types of
hits — the ones most likely to lead
to concussions — by outlawing them
completely, levying harsh penalties
and even suspensions. Players who
commit a blind-side hit face automatic ejection and league review of
the incident.
The rule change was instituted in
March 2010 following a now-infamous hit from Penguins winger Matt
Cooke on Savard. Savard sustained
a concussion then, too, and he did
not return to playing fully until early
December.
Savard’s teammate Daniel Paille is
the latest offender to be penalized
under this rule. The Bruins winger
received a four-game suspension for
a blind-side shot to the head of the
Dallas Stars’ Raymond Sawada.
Ultimately, the battle over concussions in the NHL is about more than
protecting the professional athletes
that are in the line of fire every game.
It’s also about protecting the integrity
of the NHL’s product.
Taken together, Crosby, Savard,
and Green represent a tremendous
amount of star power and talent.

for
anoutstandingseniorwhohascontributedtotheTufts
InternationalCommunitythroughleadershipand
communityservice.



TheInternationalClubisnowaccepting
nominationsfromstudents,faculty,andstaffforan
outstandingseniorwhohasdemonstratedastrong
commitmenttotheInternationalCommunity.




NOMINATIONSTOBETURNEDINBYMONDAY,FEBRUARY18,2011

THE RECIPIENT WILL BE HONORED AT
THE PARADE OF NATIONS CULTURAL EXTRAVAGANZA
ON SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 2011.
NominationformsareavailableattheInternationalCenter
(20SawyerAve.)andonlineat:
http://ase.tufts.edu/icenter/documents/chapmanAwardNomination.pdf

continued from page 16

to Sacred Heart on Sunday afternoon at
the final Northeast Fencing Conference,
hosted by Wellesley College. The
Pioneers outlasted the Jumbos 14-13 in
a highly contested match.
Still, there was something positive
to be taken from the meet for the
Jumbos as their foil squad won its first
bout of the weekend. The squad’s effort
was spearheaded by freshman Laurel
Hutchison, who switched from épée to
foil for the meet.
Earlier on Sunday, Tufts fell to host
Wellesley, 17-10. Despite winning the
sabre competition 6-3, Wellesley’s épée
and foil squads prevailed, winning
both competitions by scores of 6-3 and
8-1, respectively.
Wellesley had defeated Tufts twice
previously this season, edging out
the Jumbos 14-13 at the Nov. 21 Tufts
Invitational at MIT and again at the
Wellesley Invitational, in a 19-8 rout in
January. The Blue improved to 22-4 on
the season with the victory.
The Jumbos’ weekend began at home
on Saturday, with a nail-biting 14-13
defeat by NYU. The Jumbos won both
the sabre (6-3) and the epee events (6-3)
but fell in the foil competition, 8-1, ultimately costing them the match.
Though the final results may have
been disappointing, the Jumbos still

thought the weekend was productive
in terms of building team unity.
“I think the meets went pretty well,”
Wolk said. “The team did a really good
job of supporting each other. Ariana
and [assistant coach] Mike Eskin have
been really encouraging team spirit
and rooting for each other, and I think
that has made a difference.”
Klinkov echoed the optimism.
“The losses to NYU and Sacred
Heart were both exciting matches that
could’ve gone either way,” Klinkov
said. “I thought these were actually
quite good results. Our foil team is
extremely young and inexperienced,
and they managed to win one bout
[against Sacred Heart].”
With just two meets left before the
regional tournament — a quad-meet at
Stevens Tech on Sunday and the final
conference meet on Feb. 27 at Mount
Holyoke — the Jumbos are hoping to
finish the season on a high note.
“The meets we have left in the season
are ones I think we can do extremely
well at,” Klinkov said.
Having faced these teams before could
prove advantageous, Klinkov added.
“We’ll be fencing against teams within our conference that we’ve already
encountered a few times, and I think
that with more experience we’ll perform better and better against these
teams,” she said.

Now accepting JumboCash

Medford’s Best Italian Food
and Grocery
Delicious Subs and Sandwiches
On Main St. close to the Alumni Fields
Store Hours:
Sunday 8-7
Monday-Thursday 9-8
Friday-Saturday 8-8
324 Main Street
Medford, MA 02155

Phone number:
781-395-0400

Website:
www.bobsfood.com
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL FEATURE

Miller serves up a storm in kitchen, on court
In her ifth year, senior guard cooking up a unique career path
BY

ALEX PREWITT

Daily Editorial Board

Vanessa Miller’s kitchen is an oasis.
Framed by skyscraping snow banks
that reach the second story — probably to catch a glimpse of what smells
so delicious inside — the kitchen is a
stainless-steel haven on the middle
floor of a quaint domain nearly two
miles from campus, hardly the typical setting in which a second-semester college senior resides. The wine is
poured from bottles arranged neatly
on a metal rack, not out of plastic spigots on cardboard boxes. Sitting on the
dining table is “The Flavor Bible: The
Essential Guide to Culinary Creativity.”
The chef is a bookworm these days: the
only worm in sight.
Next to the stove, which will soon
host a skillet shrimp appetizer with
lemon juice, white wine and butter
paired with homemade fried rice,
are the ingredients, laid out in bowls
and on plates, sans measuring devices. Exact measurements are useless;
Miller’s palate is the judge of this chef’s
culinary court.
Here, in the home with a giant heart
framing the peephole on the front door
and with the chef wearing a heartshaped necklace, to cook is to love.
Allowing destiny to take over
Vanessa Miller doesn’t pretend that
cooking has been a passion throughout her 22 years on this planet. She
was an unbearably picky eater as
a child, like the month-long period when she refused to eat anything
else but Hebrew National hot dogs.
And they had to be Hebrew National.
Nothing else would do for the 4-foot8, 80-pound girl from Cincinnati.
Since those days of limited menus,
Miller has grown up. She’s slightly
taller now — about 5 feet 2 inches,
but still needs her housemate to reach
the pots and pans on the highest
shelves — and has branched out, no
longer limiting her diet to packaged
ballpark franks. More importantly, she
has developed an uncanny talent for
cooking, one that she hopes to parlay
into a career as a chef and, eventually,
a restaurateur.
The evolution began at age 16 when
she started working front-of-the-

RECIPE | FROM THE KITCHEN OF VANESSA MILLER

Shrimp with a white wine butter sauce

house gigs in Ohio. Once she arrived at
Tufts, Miller résumé-bombed Harvard
Square eateries, eventually landing a
job at Grafton Street Pub on Mass.
Avenue.
“The guy who hired me looked at my
résumé and said, ‘You’re grossly underqualified for this waitressing job; you’ll
probably only be training for a month
and we’ll let you go. But good luck,’”
Miller said. “And that was my introduction to Grafton Street.”
From there, she paid her dues as a
waitress before taking a chance last
April at an open position in the kitchen, working prep and eventually cooking on the line. On the verge of graduation, Miller is now ready for the next
step, whether that involves attending
culinary school or hopping right back
into a professional kitchen.
“I joke around with her about possibly opening a restaurant one day with
her,” Kim Moynihan (LA ’09), Miller’s
current housemate and former teammate with the Jumbos, said. “It’s mostly a way for me to tip my hat to her
and tell her that she’s doing something
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4) Add white wine, butter and lemon
juice, making sure to disperse evenly
around the skillet.
5) Using dry kitchen towels, move
the skillet into the oven and let
sit until shrimp is cooked through
(around 5 min).
6) Garnish with chopped fresh parsley, serve with crusty bread for dipping in the sauce and season with
salt and pepper to taste.
that’s really worthwhile.
“I’ve learned to really value gym
time,” she added. “Because whenever
I’m home I’m going to be eating something delicious.”
Back at her house, Miller stands
over the sizzling skillet, hands darting like she’s back on the basketball
court swiping away errant passes. With
sleeves carefully rolled up, hair tied in
a bun and a towel draped out of her
back pocket, her voice fills with excitement, making the conclusion to her
story obvious.
Cooking is what Vanessa Miller is
meant to do.
The meerkat mannerisms
Her nickname is Van, which makes
sense until you see her operate like a
sports car.
Whether on the basketball court or
in the kitchen, Miller has always relied
on top-notch speed and precision to
set her apart. Watch Miller suit up
for the Jumbos at Cousens Gym and
see MILLER, page 13

Elephants in the Room
Which Disney
character best fits
your personality?

Favorite
condiment

Team Edward
or Team Jacob

Favorite
pro team

What are you
going to do
after graduation?

Kanku Kabongo
Senior
Women’s track & field

Nala from
“The Lion King”

Ketchup

Team Jacob

Boston Celtics

Pray everyday

Megan Kono
Senior
Women’s swimming

Agnes from
“Despicable Me”
(Editor’s note:
Not a Disney
character)

Sriracha sauce

Team Bella?

It’s excruciating,
but the
Chicago Cubs

Most likely cry

Aladdin

Hot sauce

Team Not

New York Mets

Save the world

Mowgli from
“The Jungle
Book”

Blue cheese
dressing

Sam Read
Senior
Men’s track & field

Owen Rood
Junior
Men’s swimming

...Team Edward? Boston Red Sox

Pujols’
path out
of St. Louis

A

Ingredients
1 lb raw shrimp (peeled and deveined)
5 garlic cloves (sliced thinly)
1 cup dry white wine (Pinot Grigio
works best)
4 tbsp unsalted butter
1/2 cup fresh squeezed lemon juice
1 tsp crushed red pepper flakes
Salt and pepper to taste
Chopped parsley for garnish
Instructions
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees; meanwhile heat 1-2 tbsp olive oil in skillet
on stovetop over high heat (make sure
to use an oven-proof skillet).
2. When oil is heated, place shrimp in
pan, making sure to space evenly and
not overcrowd the pan; let sit undisturbed until the bottom half of the
shrimp have turned pink (3-4 minutes).
3) Toss in garlic and pepper flakes; let
sit until garlic has toasted (2 minutes).

BRIAN ROWE | CALLS THE SHOTS

Wander

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY TUFTS ATHLETICS

lbert Pujols is the best player in
Major League Baseball.
He will almost certainly have a
.300/.400/.600 line at the end
of this upcoming season, as he has
for seven of his first 10 years and will
headline any discussion of potential
MVP candidates. His service to his
community is impressive, and he took
a hometown discount on his previous
contract.
He has even managed to accomplish
what was previously thought impossible: challenging Stan Musial for the
title of best player in Cardinals history.
He is “The Machine.” He will produce as
he does year after year, both on the field
and in hilarious ESPN commercials.
But enough compliments. This column is less concerned with his current
accomplishments than it is with his destination after the upcoming season. As I
see it, there are a few possible choices.
The first is the most obvious: that
he re-ups with St. Louis. Pujols is the
heartbeat of that team, and by heartbeat I mean the only good batter not
named Matt Holliday. Don’t even try to
argue for Nick Punto and his .615 OPS.
As much as it pains my Red Stocking’d
heart to admit, I believe Cardinals fans
are the best in baseball, in terms of historical knowledge and appreciation for
current players. They’d be dancing in
the streets if Pujols decided to re-sign.
Unfortunately for them, this will only
make it more painful when this bestcase scenario does not come to pass.
Pujols won’t be able to squeeze anywhere close to a 10-year/$300-million
deal out of notoriously frugal Cardinals
owner Bill DeWitt Jr., and he’ll end up
seeking out more Benjamins than he
can find under the Gateway Arch.
So where does he end up? Let’s go
through the usual suspects.
New York Yankees: Mark Teixeira is
under contract for the next six years, and
as much as I’m sure Hank Steinbrenner
would love to have a $30 million/year
DH, Brian Cashman might actually go
all Jason Statham in “Crank 2: High
Voltage” (2009) if that came to pass.
If you’ve never seen “Crank 2,” you’re
doing yourself a favor.
Boston Red Sox: With fingers crossed
and prayers being uttered, Adrian
Gonzalez will be signed for the next
six to seven years. As much as I’m sure
Pujols would be happy to join the prohibitive AL favorites, I’m not sure we
have space for him. Sorry, bud.
Detroit Tigers: They’ll have Miguel
Cabrera for the next however many
years he can stay sober. Another constant MVP candidate, Miggy has learned
to love working on his Hall of Fame credentials more than his beer gut, so he
won’t be displaced any time soon.
Los Angeles Dodgers: If Pujols could
split himself in half, the Dodgers might
consider signing him as the McCourts
go through the divorce proceedings,
just so he isn’t haggled over. Not a star
player blocking his move here, just too
much else going on.
Philadelphia Phillies: Don’t they only
sign good pitchers?
New York Mets: Turns out the Mets
actually exacerbated the Madoff situation instead of simply being satisfied
with Tufts’ philosophy of getting money
stolen. I’m not sure the Wilpons have
the stones to hand out a monster contract while trying to sell a minority stake
in the company to pay off anticipated
lawsuit debts, even with Carlos Beltran
coming off the books. Plus, I’m sure
they’ll want to extend another $36 million contract to Oliver Perez.
Chicago Cubs: My pick for where
he ends up. Carlos Peña, with his $10
million and 10 million strikeouts, are
gone at the end of the season, and even
though the Cubs haven’t won anything
since the first year the Model T was produced, Pujols might work some magic.
They’ll have the money, even.

Brian Rowe is a senior majoring in
economics. He can be reached at
B.Rowe@tufts.edu.
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INSIDE THE NHL

Rule changes designed to slow down concussion rates
Stars like Sidney Crosby, Marc Savard already sidelined with head injuries
BY

MATT REPKA

Daily Editorial Board

Fans of all 30 NHL teams tuned in on
Jan. 30 to see the league’s elite players
come together in Raleigh, N.C. for the
annual All-Star Weekend.
The All-Star Game may not be the
most competitive matchup — playing
defense is all but prohibited — but the
spectacle of seeing the league’s best
playing alongside each other is a thrill
for fans of all ages.
Many fans will remember this year’s
All-Star festivities, though, by who was
not in attendance. One of the game’s
greatest offensive players, and its biggest household name, was absent.
Pittsburgh Penguins center Sidney
Crosby stayed home, wrestling with the
symptoms of his first NHL concussion
sustained earlier in the month.
The NHL is not the only professional
sports league dealing with the specter of concussions and the short- and
long-term safety of its players. The NFL
is publicly dealing with the problem
as well, as modern sports medicine
reveals the extent of the damage suffered by some of its professional athletes.
But this season, an increased incidence of concussions to some of its top
athletes has NHL officials, players and
fans wondering what to do to protect
the long-term viability of the sport.
The absence of the league’s biggest
star from one of its most high-profile
events has only amplified those questions.
Crosby’s concussion likely stemmed

from a combination of two separate
hits. The first was an inadvertent openice collision with Washington Capitals
center David Steckel in the Winter
Classic on Jan. 1. The second came just
four days later courtesy of Tampa Bay’s
Victor Hedman.
There is no timetable for Crosby’s
return. In the meantime, several other
big names have been felled by concussions or concussion-like symptoms.
The Boston Bruins announced
Monday that center Marc Savard, an
All-Star considered one of the game’s
top passers, will miss the remainder of
the season after sustaining his fourth
career concussion against Colorado on
Jan. 22.
Washington Capitals defenseman
Mike Green, an All-Star and two-time
Norris Trophy candidate, left Sunday’s
game against Pittsburgh early and is
said to be suffering from post-concussion symptoms after being hit in the
head by a shot.
To be fair, the league is taking steps
to increase the safety of its players.
Prior to the season, the NHL changed
its equipment regulations, making
shoulder pads with softer caps mandatory in an attempt to reduce the impact
of head hits.
The league is also now more than
halfway through the first season under
Rule 48, more commonly known as the
blind-side hit rule.
Under Rule 48, a “lateral or blind
side hit to an opponent where the head
is targeted and/or the principal point

MCT

see HOCKEY, page 14

Boston Bruins center Marc Savard is one the most recent casualties of a physical NHL game.
His latest concussion will cause him to miss the remainder of the season.

SKIING

FENCING

Despite losses, ive may
advance to regionals
BY

NICK WOOLF

Contributing Writer

Fencing, perhaps more
than most sports, is defined
by inches. One tough break
WOMEN’S FENCING
at Wellesley, Mass., Sunday
Tufts
— 13
Sacred Heart — 14
Tufts
— 10
Wellesley — 17
Jackson Gym, Saturday
NYU
Tufts

COURTESY KATHY BRESEE

Freshman Chelsea Stevens is part of a surge of youth on this year’s Tufts ski team.

Tufts nearly knocks off rival
Castleton State on Saturday
BY

ALEX ARTHUR

Daily Staff Writer

The ski team traveled north
this past weekend to Cranmore
Ski Resort in North Conway,
N.H., for their penultimate
regular-season race weekend.
While the team excelled on
Saturday, Sunday’s events took
a slight turn for the worse.
On Sunday, the women
finished in 329.85 seconds,

placing them third behind
Northeastern (327.75) and
Castleton
State
(297.11).
Freshman Chelsea Stevens led
the team, charting a time of
1:38.36 seconds, good for second place overall, but no one
else on the team finished in
the top 17 overall.
“Northeastern skied really
well and we had some falls.
It was just a tougher day
than Saturday for us,” senior

Lindsay Rutishauser said.
The men had an even tougher
afternoon on Sunday, finishing
fourth in 304.09. Northeastern
and
Wooster
Polytechnic
Institute (WPI) managed to
leapfrog the men to take third
and second place, respectively,
while Castleton again finished
first in 279.52.
“Sunday wasn’t our best,”
see SKIING, page 12

— 14
— 13

here or there can often be
enough to decide a bout.
The women’s fencing team
learned this the hard way
this weekend, dropping
three close matches to NYU,
Wellesley and Sacred Heart.
Due to strong individual performances, however, at least
five Jumbos are on the brink
of qualifying for the March
11 NCAA Northeast Regional
Championships.
“At this point we have a
number of girls who can
qualify,” head coach Ariana
Klinkov said. “I think we’re
going to have a big presence
at Regionals, which hasn’t
happened before. I’m really
excited about it.”
According to Klinkov, most
of the epee squad starters —

a group that includes senior
quad-captains Georgia Ranes
and Coryn Wolk and sophomore Abigail Hepworth —
are likely to qualify for the
regional tournament.
Klinkov also expressed hope
that two of the team’s sabre
fencers, junior Sarah Danly
and freshman Julia Hisey,
would have the opportunity to
represent Tufts at the regional
competition as well.
The
women’s
fencing
team last season sent four
Jumbos to compete at the
NCAA Northeast Regional
Championships, including
Danly and Hepworth, two
returners to this year’s squad.
Danly, the highest-seeded
Jumbo in the regional competition last season, ranked
35th out of 49 in the sabre
competition. This season,
after missing a portion of
the season, she will need to
qualify for the regional competition in the last two weeks
of the season.
“Sarah is just coming back
from studying abroad, so she
doesn’t have enough bout
points yet,” Klinkov said.
“But if she keeps performing
the way she’s been performing, she has a good chance
to qualify. I’m really looking
forward to Regionals to see
how people do.”
Despite individual successes, Tufts failed to win a meet
over the weekend. The threematch slate ended with a loss
see FENCING, page 14

